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Objective
To investigate the presence of Tuna in the Upper
Clutha catchment

What are Tuna?

Why the focus on Tuna ?

Throughout the Upper Clutha Catchment the predominant species
contributing to Tuna is the Long-finned Eel (Anguilladieffienbachii). It is a
species of Tuna endemic to New Zealand and current populations are under
threat. This species is also the largest and oldest of NZ Tuna, reaching
weights of 20kg, lengths of two metres, and having a life span of up to 100
years. The second species of Eel which is found in other regions of New
Zealand is the Short-Finned Eel (A.australis). Tuna or eel have relatively
simple lifecycles, living out most of their life in fresh waters.

The aim of this project was to investigate the presence of
A.dieffienbachii (longfin eel) in the Upper Clutha Basin. This project
kicked off due to rising concerns amongst the community, lack of
current data, and rising questions as to where and how many longfinned eels are still in the area. Upper Clutha Populations of Tuna
are also under pressure from the presence of dams on Mata-au,
impacting their capacity to migrate and disrupting their life-cycle.

How did I do it ?
Samples were taken via use of passive and syringe environmental
DNA kits, supplied by Wilder Lab. Passive eDNA samples are set up
in a flowing waterway and left for 24 hour before collection, whereas,
syinge samples are taken by direct sampling of the water to push
c.1000ml of water through a filter. eDNA or environmental DNA is a
way of testing the genetic material present in a particular
environment. For the purpose of this study I investigated 21 sites
around the Upper Clutha Catchment.
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Figure 1. Lifecycle of the Tuna
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What did I find ?

As expected Tuna were not present in all of the sites where samples were taken. However,
there were some surprising sites which I assumed have eels present, yet they detected no
Tuna eDNA. Overall there was a relatively even distribution of sites where Tuna were
present to that of sites which did not contain a presence of Tuna. Given the opportunity for
future sampling it would be interesting to focus on more historical sights to figure out how
these historical populations have changed. This information would provide valuable feedback
for managing Tuna in the Upper Clutha Basin.
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Do your part to help
Encouraging occasional feeding of eels, as
food sources aren't always in abundance they are carnivorous so food such as raw
mince would work.
If fishing, ensure caught Tuna are not too
small or too big.

Matauranaga Maori

Figure 3. Graph displaying the historic sites sampled having a presence or
absence, plus sites not sampled.

Maori value Tuna culturally, nutritionally and
economically. Matauranga Maori is a modern term
used to describe the traditional knowledge of Maori.
While this project doesn't relate to Matauranga
Maori in a direct way, it is intrinsically linked due the
importance of Tuna in Maori culture. Maori use
Tuna as an ecological health indicator to assess
water and habitat quality so understanding the
location of Tuna in this region lets us know about
the health of the ecosystems which they inhabit.
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